
PERFORMANCE AND VALUE
OR

FLUFF & FLASH
TACKY FOR BETTER CONTROL... 3 YEAR GUARANTEE

TRUE ROUND TECHNOLOGY     +/- 0.5 GRAMS     MADE IN USA

THE CHOICE IS YOURS



Over the years, ARC has perfected a unique method of manufacturing grips referred to as “Seamless True Round Molding”.  
The very nature of the design guarantees both improved quality and consistency in production output.

Star Grip® grips are made from a more expensive proprietary industrial grade EPDM elastomer.  All our grips are made 
here in the U.S.A at our factory in Chandler, Arizona.  Traditionally grips get hard and slick over time as a result of salt, mois-
ture, U.V. and ozone exposure.  Star Grip ® grips are backed by our 3-year warranty that it won’t get hard or slick, nor will 
it crack, split or absorb moisture.

We simply ask that you take the “Star Grip® Challenge”.  Switch over to Star Grip® and see what a difference it 
makes to your golf game.

The Classic Wrap was developed to 
create a grip that emulated a real leather 
wrap grip with similar qualities but made 
from high performance rubber. 

Star Grip’s extremely tacky and durable 
rubber formula along with the perforated 
wrap surface texture provides all the 
advantages of a leather grip.

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black Men’s 49 0.590"StandardPerforated 
Wrap

100% EPDM 
Rubber

Black Women’s 42 0.580"StandardPerforated 
Wrap

100% EPDM 
Rubber

Black Junior’s 40 0.500"StandardPerforated 
Wrap

100% EPDM 
Rubber

About Star Grip®

The Tour Star was developed for the 
golfer that prefers a grip with less taper or 
large bottom hand.  The surface provides 
maximum surface contact with the 
golfer’s hands that results in a very 
supple feel.  The thicker cross section 
provides more vibration dampening on 
impact.  The Tour Star is available in 
Standard and Oversize. 

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black Standard

Oversized

55 0.590"StandardCushion Wrap
Low Taper

Cushion Wrap
Low Taper

100% EPDM 
Rubber

Black 78 0.590"Oversized 100% EPDM 
Rubber

www.stargripeurope.eu



The Mid Size is a larger perforated wrap 
grip with traction channels on the bottom 
side of the grip.  This grip is a favorite of 
those who prefer a close and secure 
connection with the club.  

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black 61 0.590"Mid SizePerforated
Wrap Traction

100% EPDM 
Rubber

The Smoothee was developed to perfectly 
emulate a smooth leather wrap style grip.  
It is similar to the Classic Wrap grip but 
without the perforations.  It has a supple 
leather texture and it is favored in wet/hu-
mid conditions.

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black 52 0.580"StandardSmooth Wrap 100% EPDM 
Rubber

The Sidewinder is a non-wrapped style 
grip with surface engraving that emulates 
the sidewinder snake found in the South-
west part of the US, which happens to be 
the home of Star Grip in Phoenix, Arizona.  
The shape was chosen since it provides a 
symmetrical gripping surface with more 
texture and bite, and is similar to a corded 
grip.  The more aggressive feel along with 
the proprietary rubber formula makes the 
Sidewinder an excellent choice for low 
handicappers.  

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black 49 0.590"StandardNon Wrap 100% EPDM 
Rubber
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The Air Nozzle provides fast installation of new grips 

and the removal of old grips.  Re-gripping with the Air 

Nozzle does not require Tape or Solvent.  It easily 

attaches to all makes of air compressors, and it 

allows for the removal and replacement of grips in 

seconds rather than minutes.  It can be used with all 

makes and models of golf grips.

Star Grip’s Putter grip utilizes the similar 
high quality rubber and has the look and 
feel of a classic wrap grip.  It is a Mid Size 
grip.

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

Black 76 0.580"Mid SizePistol Smooth
Wrap

100% EPDM 
Rubber

The Junior grip is a wrap style grip is 
made for the junior golf enthusiast.  It is 
perforated and has a star design aligned 
all along the grip.

COLOR     STYLE       SIZE      WEIGHT +/-   CORE SIZE   MATERIAL

AIR NOZZLE

Black 40 0.500"Junior
Standard

Perforated
Wrap

100% EPDM 
Rubber
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